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ABSTRACT 

Healthcare industry is one of the most data-intensive industry. Based on data, professionals and management can make better decision, leading to better healthcare 

for patients. With arrival of big data, now healthcare industry can greatly benefit from it. Data analytics enabled transformation design had been developed, which 

shows the causal associations between big data analytics (BDA) features and benefit for organization. In this paper, this model was tested with healthcare settings. 

By analyzing BDA implementation instances, we sought understanding how BDA abilities transform organizational methods, generating potential benefits. Along 

with conceptually defining various BDA features, the article offers a strategic view of BDA. Three significant path-to-value chains have been identified for healthcare 

organizations in the article, which offers useful insights for managers. 
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1. Introduction 

The appearance of the "Age of Big Data" presents numerous industries with unprecedented possibilities, and novel complexities. It also presents a variety 

of benefits from developing BDA into company practices (Choi, et al., 2018). BDA is recognized as a possibility to fill the growing demand of healthcare 

supervisors to control the rise in medical information, which supports evidence-based medical practice and improves quality and efficiency of healthcare 

delivery (Kumar, et al., 2020). Proponents of the use of big data in the United States claim that when correctly utilized, data analytics in the healthcare 

business can help cut costs by 500 million yearly, improve the management of lifestyle induced illnesses, streamline management complexities, and boost 

interfaces involving providers and customers (Ambigavathi & Sridharan, 2018). As Jahan and Sazu artfully mentions, to fully understand the benefits 

brought forth by BDA, there is a need to shift the focus from technology tools to provide the managerial, financial, and strategic impacts of BDA, and 

examine how BDA is leveraged to provide company value for healthcare organizations (Jahan & Sazu, 2022). Nevertheless, exponentially increasing 

volumes of information in different formats from different resources challenges a healthcare organization's regular data management abilities. Many of 

the digital healthcare record information set is "perceived as a byproduct of healthcare delivery, instead of a main advantage provided for competitive 

edges". 

Exploration on BDA has largely focused on the function of BDA capability and examined its immediate effect on firm efficiency. Nevertheless, eminent 

scholars like Haque and Akter criticized its capability and resource that by itself might not unequivocally facilitate firm overall performance (Haque & 

Akter, 2022). In the same point, reports of the IT efficiency paradox have indicated it could not immediately deliver significant efficiency gains in 

healthcare settings. Experience based understanding (EBU) has been proposed by Haque and Akter to bridge this missing link and to help practitioners 

and researchers understand the way crucial components of training to interact with IT equipment. In the specific context of healthcare, they have 

implemented this perspective to give in-depth insights to healthcare providers about how IT equipment could be used to enhance medical methods (Haque 

& Akter, 2022). Consequently, we argue that adopting EBU will create a far fuller picture of how BDA can be effectively leveraged to provide value. 

Nevertheless, there has been very little attention given to enhancing our understanding of the effect BDA has on organizational pursuits and business 

processes.  

We need to fill the gap by creating a conceptual design of BDA enabled transformation (BET) according to the EBU suggested by Jahan and Sazu use 

this as a framework to look at how BDA abilities facilitate IT enabled transformation methods and therefore promote business value for healthcare 

organizations (Jahan & Sazu, 2022). 

The contribution to the literature on BDA is twofold. For starters, using the EBU, we create a BET design which links BDA capabilities to IT enabled 

transformation practices, and after that, to the benefits and business values (Hermon & Williams, 2014). As EBU offers a new viewpoint to enhance the 
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strategic views, this article offers a deeper understanding of how healthcare methods will be facilitated from BDA (Kumar, et al., 2020). Next, BET 

design is used in the healthcare context. Path-to-value chains, pair-wise connections, and the elements of the BET model are obtained from real world 

cases. They show easy-to-follow scenarios and give new guidance and insights for healthcare practitioners (Sun & Reddy, 2013). 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section two serves as the theoretical background, which results in the improvement of the study, and section 

three followed by the research method. Section four shows findings and discussions, efforts to investigate, and section six presents’ implications for 

recommendations and practice. Lastly, future research directions and limitations are discussed as the conclusion. 

2. Literature Review 

The theoretical advancement starts with the BET design, which used the EBU to describe how BDA and its produced abilities allow businesses to create 

inimitable methods, which produces their business value. Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework of relationship between the big data analytics 

capability and business value. 

2.1 Types of BDA-enabled transformations 

We draw on EBU like a theoretical underpinning to build our research model. EBU emerging from strategic management seeks to explain the effects of 

macro-level firm actions. To adopt an EBU, it not only allows researchers to learn how the firm tools organizational methods throughout the suggested 

explanatory variables, but also helps create deeper knowledge of which methods are essential for performance in a certain context (Jahan & Sazu, 2022). 

2.2 Explanatory variables: BDA capabilities  

Drawing on the EBU, the first action to establish the BET design is usually to define the explanatory adjustable, that in this research are BDA abilities 

produced from BDA resources (Shamim, et al., 2019). BDA online resources, that's, BDA architectural parts can produce great data analytics-specific 

abilities. In earlier reports, Sazu and Jahan (2022) identified 2 key BDA abilities - speed to awareness and pervasive use - along with the underlying 

dimension from grave data analytics sources for maximizing company value in the fashion list sector (Sazu & Jahan, 2022). They emphasized that firms 

need to create great data analytics-specific abilities to achieve organizational performance. Their study has identified different online resources like 

information, technical and managerial abilities, along with data driven society, which collectively create a BDA capability, and this also ability produces 

the strategic and operational company value. 

2.3 IT-enabled changes 

Then on the product, IT enabled transformation practices play a pivotal role in transforming the BDA features to the intermediate results. IT-enabled 

transformation practices are defined as sequential modifications, which start with internal integration and operational improvement via IT functionalities, 

then by company redesign pursuits to change IT abilities into a competitive edge and financial results. Sazu and Jahan eloquently note how IT-enabled 

transformation design is used to classify the different number of transformational methods, including localized exploitation, inner integration, business 

process redesign, enterprise system upgrade, and business scope redefinition. Localized exploitation exercise refers to "a training to control IT efficiency 

to redesign company operations", while inner integration exercise refers to "a practice to leverage IT capability to produce a seamless organizational 

procedure - reflecting both specialized inter-connectivity and organizational interdependence" (Sazu & Jahan, 2022). 

2..4 Frameworks 

A multidimensional benefit framework created by (Sazu & Jahan, 2022)  is used to conceptualize the intermediate results of the model. The framework 

was created on a large body of previous research (Haque & Akter, 2022). It presents five benefit dimensions, that are IT infrastructure benefits, functional 

benefits, organizational benefits, managerial benefits, along with strategic benefits, and aggregates twenty-one dimensions. Justification of using benefit 

dimensions as the result of the model is threefold. For starters, Haque and Akter’s comprehensive framework will help us classify the benefit groups, 

which improves our understanding of company value (Haque & Akter, 2022). Second, the study defined the benefit framework related to ERP systems 

and specific architectures. It was created for supervisors to assess the benefits of the companies' enterprise methods, which can be used as a broad design. 

Lastly, (Janssen, et al., 2017) provided a clear guideline for assessing and classifying benefits from IT architecture. 

2.5 BDA-enabled transformation 

A large body of studies have converged on the idea that BDA is a great tool to allow company transformation within organizations. An evaluation of the 

current BDA literature reveals 3 uniform findings regarding BET: BDA and its produced abilities are essential in organizational performance and 

transformation. BET occurs when businesses improve their organizational practices enabled by BDA technologies (Jiang, et al., 2017). The likely benefits 

of BET must be conceptualized by a comprehensive and multidimensional benefit framework. 

 

For starters, IT resources includes IT infrastructure, human IT resources, and IT enabled intangibles which the firm can utilize to enhance business 

processes. IT abilities could be caused by the integration of IT information, which eventually influences competitive benefit (Mikalef, et al., 2018). IT 

capability literature further claims that IT materials figure out a firm's IT features, and the good effect of IT materials on IT abilities is empirically 
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validated (Wang, et al., 2016). Much data research, most notably, Sazu and Jahan argue that the firm's distinctive BDA capability is built by the 

configurations of accessible BDA technical energy, or maybe the synergetic mixture of useful, unusual, imperfectly imitable, and non-substitutable 

organizational online resources, and this capability leads to better organizational performance (Sazu & Jahan, 2022). 

 

 

Figure 1: Relationship between big data and business value 

3. Research Methods 

3.1 Research design 

The epistemological base of this study is seated upon the interpretive paradigm. The multiple case study techniques are particularly relevant for 

interpretive exploration of Is the place where "an understanding of the context of the info system, so the procedure by which the info method influences 

and is influenced by the context" is preferred (Sazu & Akter Jahan, 2022). An additional reason behind the recognition of several case studies as a research 

strategy will be the dynamics of the investigation issue being investigated. Practice-based investigation assumes that methods are observed, possibly 

transformed, and usually studied with qualitative research techniques. In the same context, Jahan and Sazu proposed that a much better method to boost 

a broader understanding of companies' brand new IT investments payoff is learning through their success stories and viewing their practices (Jahan & 

Sazu, 2022). 

This type of pattern might be groups of components contained in a top amount of word frequency, connections between a pair of these factors, or maybe 

these factors as an extensive path-to-value chain linking BDA and company value. These patterns identified throughout numerous cases might help us 

understand the value of BDA in healthcare. 

3.2 Data collection 

Much research has depended on case materials to examine the importance of emerging technologies (Khanra, et al., 2020). Nevertheless, one typical 

limitation of these studies would be that the materials chosen for creating the model are supplied by IT companies and vendors, and therefore could be 

potentially biased (Mikalef, et al., 2018). Ordinarily companies just report their "success" vendors, and stories showcase their "success" tasks to promote 

their products. Making use of cases like this will result in the findings of claimed benefits. To apply as little partial components as likely, we selected 

cases just out of academic sources, which might offer much more arduous and unbiased statements. 

 

 

4. Results 

 Building on the foundation discussed earlier, this portion of the article will show the EBU model analyzing the data gathered from our surveyed hospitals.  

4.1 Linking BDA parts with capability 

Table 1 offers a technological understanding of how BDA abilities could be produced from different BDA pieces. Breaking down these connections, 

most certainly, the results indicate that the information analysis portion can produce analytical capability, while the information interpretation portion 

can cause choice support ability. 

4.2 Linking BDA with potential benefits 

Our results show that different big data abilities, and different mixtures, bring different benefits. One specific big data capability, analytical capability, is 

related with most five likely benefits, which include IT infrastructure benefits, functional benefits, managerial benefits, organizational benefits, along with 
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strategic benefits. Decision support capability has the second greatest matter of back links but is restricted to just 3 benefits: organizational benefits, IT 

infrastructure benefits, functional benefits. Traceability capability could likely take both IT infrastructure benefits and operational benefits. Lastly, 

predictive capability could likely lead to IT infrastructure benefits and functional benefits. 

General, eighty % of links show that infrastructure and functional benefits could be acquired working with BDA. Nevertheless, the results also demonstrate 

that BDA have a restricted power to help healthcare groups gain organizational, strategic, or maybe managerial benefits as of today. 

4.3 Path-to-value chain 

Evidence-based medicine practices are frequently applied as a crucial method to ensure high quality treatment in healthcare settings. BDA provide 

answers to fill the growing demand of healthcare supervisors, making much better use of real-time details, unifying each patient's medical records, and 

capturing information from medical products, supporting evidence-based medication. It's currently easy to determine new insights from substantial 

healthcare record directories easily and from large scale medical literature databases, that will help doctors and medical staff make far more accurate 

diagnoses and better treatment choices. For instance, Optum Labs, an open collaborative innovation and research center, has stressed that analyzing 

findings from previous medical studies could be used to change brand new evidence into regular medical procedures, and therefore run effective evidence-

based medication. 

Additionally, analyzing a bunch of patient data allows doctors to match treatments with evidence-supported outcomes that offer a lot more reliable care 

to patients. A recently available analysis by Haque and Akter has claimed the Cleveland Clinic in Ohio, USA, analyses patient genomic details and case 

histories to establish genetic diseases consequences and offer info on effective therapies for genetic illnesses (Haque & Akter, 2022). The analytical 

capability is used to build much more evidence-based surgery protocols for individuals with hereditary disease, leading to sixty % of decrease in imaging 

requests. Furthermore, some institution classifies almost all incidents into predefined types by utilizing the data mining method, and finds the sources of 

occurred incidents (LaValle, et al., 2011). Such analytical capability helps them find the facts to enhance their patient safety. We thus determine that 

analytical capability can help improve the efficiency of evidence-based medication methods, which helps with IT infrastructure benefits. 

 

Table 1: Relation between big data capability and benefits 

 

Benefits of big data 
Big data capability 

Tracing Analysis Decision Prediction Total 

IT infrastructure benefits 16 24 8 8 56 

Operational benefits 4 19 24 4 51 

Organizational benefits 0 6 1 3 10 

Managerial benefits 0 9 0 3 11 

Strategic benefits 0 4 0 1 5 

Total 20 62 33 18 133 

 

5. Discussions 

 5.1 Theoretical implications 

This study has many theoretical ramifications for BDA capability. For starters, rather than just focusing on the effect of BDA on company value, we have 

created the important data enabled transformation design based on EBU to further realize how BDA impacts the transformation methods in healthcare 

organizations. We believe this is among the first attempts to systematically capture the causal relationships between BDA capabilities, IT-enabled 

transformation practices, benefit dimensions, and business value. Next, the study reveals the important components, contacts, and path-to-value chains 

for an understanding of business transformation through BDA. To the best of our knowledge, this is our knowledge. This is the first analysis which took 

such a distinctive strategy, integrating visible Is theories and placing the new perspectives to some current IT development to display the cost. With this 

strategy, we have provided empirical proof that BDA has a significant effect on enhancing significant use of evidence-based medicine practices. 

Lastly, EBU promotes an exploration strategy that "examines publicly recognized, imitable activities, or maybe methods amenable to transmit across 

firms.". Healthcare is a fertile domain name because of this kind of investigation, because there are lots of "publicly known" and "imitable activities." 

Therefore, we chose the healthcare market to further test and confirm the applicability of the model. As EBU offers a brand new and different perspective 

to enhance the extant strategic views, for instance resource-based concept, we set out to examine the likely explanations for performance variation from 

everyday methods. 
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5.2 Practical implications 

Our findings offer practical guidance and insights for healthcare practitioners applying BDA. To begin with, decision support is among the essential BDA 

capabilities, because it can create significant clinical reports. The secret to effectively taking reports effectively is to equip employees and managers with 

pertinent master competencies, like the ability to generate a suitable interpretation of critical thinking and the results. Based on Sazu and Jahan, sixty-

four % of businesses in the United States don't satisfy every one of their expected examining information abilities required at the office (Sazu & Jahan, 

2022). In this regard, incorrect interpretation of the stories produced can lead to severe mistakes of questionable decisions and judgment. Consequently, 

it is essential that healthcare organizations offer analytical training in areas like business intelligence, data mining, and basic statistics to those staff 

members who will play a crucial role in the new information rich work atmosphere. Mentoring, cross functional team-based education, along with self-

study will also be beneficial instruction techniques to help employees build the fundamental information analytical skills they need.  

Next, the 3rd path-to-value chain, which moves from traceability through substantial use of EHR to IT infrastructure benefits is somewhat less typical 

compared to the first 2 chains. Traceability is the ability to track output information from all the system's IT components through the organization's service 

products, and therefore could help keep real time updates. Our results indicate this ability is still underutilized, perhaps because healthcare managers have 

not realized the potential benefits or perhaps are price sensitive. The result demonstrates the components involved in this specific path-to-value, which 

supervisors can attempt to create and add to their repertoire. 

 

6. Conclusion 

 Notwithstanding the above-mentioned efforts and implication, the study is governed by the limits. One obstacle in the medical industry is that their IT 

adoption usually lags of some other industries (Khanra, Dhir, Islam, & Mäntymäki, 2020). The study learned that there are "leaders" on their own rights 

who proceed ahead of other industries or even in the healthcare industry. They are also top ranked research hospitals, or maybe connected with leading 

medical schools with plenty resources or even may be highly profitable entities. We have not discovered "small" healthcare organizations that could 

afford BDA solutions to appreciate the benefits we offered. 

The study reveals the important components, links, and path-to-value chains for an understanding of big data enabled transformation. One limitation of 

this research is the information source. Additionally, much better validation of the BET design could be done via collecting and analyzing main data. 

Because of the increasing number of healthcare groups developing BDA solutions, the sample frame for obtaining main information is bigger. Evaluating 

the BET style, and our quantitative analysis strategy, might place different lighting. With quantitative technique, correlations, effect sizes, and 

relationships are quantified. Nevertheless, to do a quantitative analysis, a legitimate scale for BDA abilities is required. 

Potential research might also consider using in-depth single or maybe numerous case studies to explain why and how big data capabilities help enhance 

specific IT enabled transformation practices. This is especially true for most regular path-to-value chains, which leads to analytical capability through 

evidence-based medication, which infrastructure benefits to profitability. This kind of case research enables practitioners and academics to have a far 

more granular comprehension of big data management best practices in a world that is real. Different industries have different requirements or maybe 

objectives of utilizing big data technology strategies. We targeted healthcare because of this research. Thus, the outcomes are industry-specific. Future 

research can use the BET model to various other industries. Different major data abilities, methods, benefits, and outcomes could area. In light of these 

future possibilities, we think the huge information analysis stream with a focus on strategic perspective has an excellent opportunity to help you balance 

the number of studies of big data from managerial and technological perspectives. 

To conclude, in this research, we have not just focused on determining the BDA abilities, but also created a BET design based on (Haque & Akter, 2022) 

EBU. Although EBU purposely defines train in an ambiguous way to support the idiosyncratic nature of that construct, the study extends EBU by thinking 

about the IT-enabled transformation process in healthcare as a method varying, and BDA features as an explanatory adjustable. As an outcome, this study 

might offer an excellent starting point in opening the "black box" of how BDA abilities influence transformation methods in healthcare. 
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